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Description schema of posters
Since the first appearance of the electronic libraries more and more electronic collections have been built in the
World Wide Web, where such documents come into prominence that do not have independency, not even in
public libraries. Posters also belong to this group. In order that the digitized poster collections could be operated
efficiently the use of metadata is essential because with their help the electronic documents can be successfully
arranged and retrieved. So far metadata standard has not been constructed for the cataloguing of posters. In this
research study the Poster Metadata Description Schema (PoMeDS) will be presented that we have developed. The
metadata elements of (printed and digitized) posters can be described by this XML-based schema. As an XMLbased schema, PoMeDS makes use of hierarchical container elements to group sub-elements or similar kinds of
information belonging to the same area. It uses attributes to further refine or define the values contained by
certain elements.
Though books and journals are determinant document types in libraries since centuries, the collection interest of the libraries
can include other document types too. Special collections can be organized from certain document types depending on the
number of documents where small prints can be placed as well. Posters represent the most investigated and often borrowed
part of this publication type.
The significance of the posters is that through them we can get to know more about social, political events and changes
happening in industry, commerce and cultural life. An outstanding ephemera collection can be an indispensable source of
historical and biographical research, particularly in the field of cultural, industrial and art history etc. For these prints were
produced to communicate political fights of the centuries of our history, news and events of revolutions and counter
revolutions and decrees to a mass of people. All these facts confirm that posters are components of library collections today
and should remain components of the libraries in the future as well.
During conducting research in printed poster collections we can face difficulties, since it is not sure that it is enough for us to
know the title and author of the work. In several cases it might be even necessary to have a look at the image itself on the
poster. In order that a relevant work should be found we must look at more posters, which can be rather problematic in regard
to storage and type of posters. On the one hand printed posters have a big size in general, therefore their viewing demands
a lot of room. On the other hand their storage ideally takes place in chests of drawers, many times these documents,
however, are put into letter files or are stored in boxes. In the latter case not only the viewing of posters is problematic, but
also the orientation among boxes. Preparing the digitized version of posters and organizing them into an electronic collection
can be a solution to this task.
It is definitely true for digitized poster collections that the use of metadata is essential for their operation as with the help of
these data electronic documents can be efficiently organized and retrieved. The problem arises from the fact that libraries
accepting the task of cataloguing apply a different set of metadata elements. Of course the most significant bibliographic data
such as title, author, publication, number of pages are recorded, but the presentation of data which are typical of posters is
undertaken only by a few libraries. Nevertheless the processing of library documents should be based on principles which are
independent of country, language and library type. Concerning cataloguing great part of library documents the International
Federation of Library Associations and Institutions (IFLA) ISBD program provides consistent principles, on the contrary the
principles regulating the bibliographic description of posters are still missing.
Therefore I determined the data elements which are necessary for the bibliographic description and identification of printed
posters, the order of data elements and the punctuation. Thus the principles of bibliographic description used for printed
posters have been determined based on the ISBD rules. The main aim of the use of printed posters’ secondary descriptive data
is to determine such descriptive features regarding the poster document type that can help us to create a description meeting
the requirements of ISBD „international standard bibliographic description”.
Bibliographic data of printed posters were completed by the metadata of digitized posters at the following step. Though
several secondary descriptive data of printed and digitized posters are the same, the mode of recording digitized posters
is different from that of recording printed posters, therefore new data elements come to the front such as system
requirements needed for displaying an image, file characteristics of digitized image, technique used for creating the
digitized image, etc.
Finally I analysed the storage of the determined data elements in computer-based systems. In order that digitized poster
collections could be operated efficiently the use of metadata is essential because with their help the electronic documents can
be successfully arranged and retrieved. To function properly in any computer-based system metadata should be encoded
for machine readability and processing. Library catalog data are most often encoded in various MARC (Machine-Readable
Cataloging) formats. Since appearance and form of electronic documents are different from those of printed documents,
therefore MARC format can not be used appropriately for storing the required and sufficient descriptive data of electronic
documents (but there were initiatives concerning this; for example, see MARC XML format). Storage of bibliographic data of
electronic documents has been solved in several ways; for example, with the use of Extensible Markup Language (= XML).
Both international and home practices reflect that XML schema is applied to storing metadata.
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XML is an open source, nonproprietary encoding standard. It was developed in the 1990’s as a more manageable subset of
the much more vast SGML. Actually, it is a metalanguage employed for creating specific markup languages. XML has been
widely adopted in publishing, e-commerce and other communities, including various cultural heritage metadata communities.
From the viewpoint of the library XML schema has an advantage, it also defines semantic rules which is typical of most cataloging
standards, therefore several bibliographic rules can be formalized by XML schema. The order of data elements can be
determined in schemas, which serves as basis for bibliographic description. In addition, we can define the restricted and the
unrestricted data elements. Since the elements can be embedded into each other, therefore the closely related elements can
be repeated. Another great advantage of the schema is that it does not support predefined element set, so metadata
standards can develop their own schema in a flexible way. Actually, bibliographic descriptions can be made by XML schema
which are exchangeable at international level, thus efficient search is also supported. Perhaps it might be the reason for the
fact that XML schema is the most often applied standard for encoding metadata. Good examples of using XML are MODS
(Metadata Object Description Schema), DC (Dublin Core) and VRA Core (Visual Resources Association Core).
Though there are descriptive schemas (such as DC, MODS, VRA Core), these do not contain every metadata necessary for the
description of posters. These schemas can be completed by appropriate metadata necessarily, but I intended to work out
a schema which can be used exclusively for the bibliographic description of posters and it can function as an effective search
tool for posters and describe every special characteristics of posters. In this study the main characteristics of posters are
described, those potential data elements are enumerated which can be used for their cataloguing. Finally a schema called
PoMeDS (Poster Metadata Description Schema) is presented, which is working with the secondary descriptive data of printed
posters and the metadata of digitized posters.

Bibliographic description of printed posters
In conceptual definitions that can be found in lexicons, poster appears as a large, eye-catching, succinctly communicative
printed material that is one-sided. However, from the public library point of view, poster belongs to ephemera. The category
includes pamphlets, handbills, leaflets, broadsides, position papers, minutes of meetings, information sheets, bulletins,
newsletters, posters, etc.
We can distinguish three types of posters based on their formal features: namely textual, picture and picture with text ones.
In the following, I classify the latter two types in one group, which are the graphic posters.
In the case of textual posters written content has an importance, while regarding graphic posters the emphasis is put mainly
on the represented picture, although the text complementing the picture can also have a significant role.
Whether we talk about textual or graphic poster, it always has a purpose: attracting attention, providing information or
persuasion by means of picture and/or text. Past events are taking shape mosaic like from the pictures and the text of the
posters, therefore through them we can get to know more about the social, political events and the changes happening in
industry, commerce and cultural life. In addition to this, graphic posters represent the precious sources of artistic life as well.
As a result of this, posters are at the same time documents of cultural history and history of art forming a part of visual
culture and they also reflect a historical period by virtue of their content.
As graphic posters emerged, they immediately became part of the public collection. This is due to the librarian perception that
states that “it is not the task of the present to decide what will be important for the future, therefore everything should be
preserved that gets into libraries.” However, libraries’ task goes beyond the gathering of documents, because in order to be
able to use a collection, documents have to be catalogued and made retrievable.
There are not specific rules of procedure and standards yet for the description of posters appearing in printing. The ISBD/NBM
(International Standard Bibliographic Description for Non-Book Materials) or ISBD/G (General International Standard
Bibliographic Description) can be one of the bases for standard bibliographic description of printed posters. We can find more
guides to catalogue graphic materials or pictures. These guides, standards regulate the bibliographic description of many
document types at the same time, thus neither are only created to catalogue posters.
Owing to the use of various guides and rules, libraries have not catalogued posters in a consistent way. The most important
bibliographic data like: title and statement of responsibility, publication and number of pages are recorded everywhere, but
there might be differences in respect of special aspects expressing the characteristics of posters. Taking into consideration that
nowadays besides the traditional library materials, these printed materials come into more and more prominence, therefore
it was necessary to create a metadata element set that is only suitable for the bibliographic description of posters.
Accordingly, one of my research aims was to determine the data elements which are necessary for the bibliographic
description of posters, to make it possible to create ISBD-based description thanks to these. ISBDs are based on internationally
accepted principles. The primary aim of ISBDs is to support the international use of bibliographic information by making
records from different sources interchangeable. So the bibliographic records produced in one country can be easily accepted
in library catalogues or other bibliographic lists in any other country. The another aim of ISBDs is to help the international
interpretation of records and the reduction of language barriers, so records produced for users in one language should be
interpreted in other languages as well.
When elaborating the bibliographic description of graphic posters, detailed standard was missing, hence I relied on guidance
and other institution’s practice. As my goal was to make standardized description about posters based on the data elements
I defined, therefore the ISBD (NBM): International Standard Bibliographic Description for Non-Book Materials standard, MSZ
3424/1. Bibliographic description. Books standard and a guideline with title „Bibliographic description of stills” served as basis
for determining and defining the appropriate data elements. Apart from all these I have taken into consideration the guidelines of the publication entitled “Grafic materials: rules for describing: original items and historical collections” used by the
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Library of Congress. In addition to standards and guidelines, the practice of the Library of Congress (LC), National Széchényi
Library and the University of Debrecen University and National Library provided a good basis for determining the proper data
elements which can be used for the description of posters. Studying the standards, guidelines and practices, necessary data
elements for the description and identification of printed graphic posters were determined, as well as the order of the data
elements and the punctuation.
In the determination of posters’ secondary data, primarily, I have used ISBDs that are based on internationally accepted
standards, therefore general rules were determined such as:
¢

structure of the description of printed poster, punctuation
sources of information used for description
¢
language and script of the description
¢
capitalization
¢
misprints.
Twenty-seven data elements are defined in seven areas:
¢

¢
¢
¢
¢
¢

¢
¢

Title and statement of responsibility area (title proper, general material designation, parallel title, other title information,
statement of responsibility)
Edition area (edition statement, statements of responsibility concerning the edition)
Publication, distribution area (place of publication, name of publisher, date of publication, place of manufacture,
name of manufacture)
Physical description area (specific material designation and extent, other physical details, dimension, accompanying
material statement)
Series area (title proper of series, parallel title of series, other title information of series, statements of responsibility
concerning the series, number within the series, title proper of sub-series, parallel title of sub-series, other title information of sub-series, statements of responsibility concerning the sub-series, number within the sub-series)
Note area
Distribution data (manufacture number)

Process of digitized poster
For a long time, only paper-based posters existed. Thanks to libraries’ digitization projects that included a growing number of
document types, however, digitized versions of these documents also emerged. Digitized posters slowly became part of
electronic collections as well.
In consequence of this, electronic documents and digitized posters should be made retrievable by using the suitable data.
However, these documents have unique characteristics, which no longer can be described by the traditional library categories.
Metadata provide solution to these problems. Therefore bibliographic data of printed posters were completed by the metadata
of digitized posters. Though several secondary descriptive data of printed and digitized posters are the same, the mode of
recording digitized posters is different from that of recording printed posters, therefore new data elements come to the front
such as system requirements needed for displaying an image, file characteristics of digitized image, technique used for
creating the digitized image, etc. Taking all these into consideration, the maximum of descriptive data elements has been
determined regarding both printed and digitized posters. Arising from this, there are essential data elements for the
identification of documents and there are other data elements which can be omitted from the bibliographic description.
To function properly in any computer-based system metadata should be encoded for machine readability and processing. The
process of encoding library catalog data started in 1960’s. In 1962 the Library of Congress launched its MARC project. As a
result of this initiative the first MARC format, the LCMARC appeared. MARC is used for communicating and sharing bibliographic
data among library systems and bibliographic utilities. Different countries have developed their own implementations of MARC
format adjusted to their national cataloguing practice. [18] For example USMARC, Canadian MARC and HUNMARC etc. were
created in this way. Later USMARC (i.e. the national MARC format of the Library of Congress) and Canadian MARC (i.e. the
national MARC format of the National Library of Canada) merged to become MARC21. Today there are continuing movements
for the harmonization of MARC format among many countries. Advancement in storing metadata took place when the World
Wide Web and several electronic documents appeared and spread. Today, most of the major cultural heritage metadata
schemas have been expressed as XML schemas.

Poster metadata description schema
Although there are descriptive schemes (such as DC, MODS, VRA Core), these do not contain every metadata necessary for
the description of posters. These schemes can be completed with appropriate metadata necessarily, but I wanted to work out
a schema which can be used exclusively for the bibliographic description of posters and can be used as an effective search
tool for posters and every special characteristic of posters can be described by this schema. Thus I have developed the Poster
Metadata Description Scheme (PoMeDS). It is an XML-based scheme storing the metadata of the posters and working with
such a set of metadata elements.

Metadata
Elements applied in the schema can be divided into two major groups by their use in the bibliographic description of printed
posters or digitized posters. There are metadata in PoMeDS which appear in both groups; for example, the <titleProper> and
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the <subTitle> elements. Primarily because the title proper and the subtitle of the digitized document often correspond with
those of the printed poster.
Metadata of printed and digitized posters can be categorized on the basis of the functions they fulfill. Majority of metadata
applied in the schema are descriptive metadata. These metadata can be used in the bibliographic description and retrieval of
posters, namely the poster will be identified by them. Descriptive metadata are; for example, metadata used in the bibliographic
description of printed posters or elements of heading. Metadata of digitized posters are more complicated, besides descriptive
metadata we can find other types of metadata. Metadata can be grouped by Steve J. Miller in the following way:
¢

¢

descriptive metadata: title (titleProper, generalMaterialDesign, subTitle); satOfResp (person, corporate); date;
fileCharacteristics (fileName, identifier, format, fileSize); relations (relation, note); origDocBiblDescr (bibId, opacUrl);
cataloger (person)
administrative metadata:
¢
Technical and preservation metadata: fileCharacteristics (fileName, identifier, format, fileSize, compressionRatio, location); technique (modelName, modelNumber, modelsSrialNo); polarity (polarityType); generation
(generationType);
¢
right metadata: right (rightHolder, note);
¢
use metadata: systemRequirements (hardwareRequirements, softwareRequire-ments, peripherialsRequirements);
access (accessRestriction, accessCondition).

Elements and attributes
In PoMeDS the meaning of each metadata can be specified in several ways. Exploiting the hierarchical structure of the XML
schema, additional elements were defined within metadata to be specified which have already determined the meaning of the
given metadata more concretely. For example <accessRestriction>, <accessCondition> elements appear also within <access> metadata. It is obvious that with the help of each additional element we can define different data. At the same time
the PoMeDS uses XML attributes also for specifying each element, for designating certain codings or controlled vocabularies
and for other similar purposes. These attributes occur in start tag. Elements can include more than one attribute too. In the
case when the values of elements must be specified, the use of attribute is a better solution than the declaration of qualifiers
or new elements.
PoMeDS is a hierarchical schema which often uses container elements. Such container element can be <posterCollection>
element which contains the <originalPoster> and the <digitizedPoster> sub-elements. The <edition> element is container
element too because the <editionStatment>, the <pointSpaceDash> and the <statOfRespRelatingToTheEdition> sub-elements
are put inside the <edition> element.
This schema uses attribute groups which include set of several attribute declarations. An attribute group can be defined once
as a child of the schema elements and can be referred to within any element by using its declared name. Such attribute group
is called PoMeDS involving date, hypref, source, modify, language attributes. The second one is authority attribute group which
includes the authoritydate, ID, authorityhypref and authority source attribute declarations. Almost every element of the schema
includes PoMeDS attribute group. However, the authority attribute group can be used in the case of elements of heading.
At the bottom level there are defined elements having PoMeDSstring, PoMeDSinteger, PoMeDSanyURI or PoMeDSgYear types.
It means that an element has been created with the extension of the definition of the string, integer, anyURI or gYear simple
types. Thus the values of earlier mentioned types are allowed as the content of elements. Optionally date, source, hypref, modify,
language attributes can be given which belong to set of PoMeDS attribute group.
As the order of elements is defined, the PoMeDS gives rules about the order of data elements. In XML schema the order of elements
can be defined by using the „sequence” compositor. At the same time one element can be chosen out of more elements with
the help of „choice” compositor. In the schema the occurence of a given element can be defined (e. g. it can be mandatory or
optional etc.). In addition to, different elements can be embedded into each other. All these features result in substantial
flexibility inside the schema. Owing to these solutions, issues will be solved easily such as problem of parallel data or
bibliographic description of one or more, same or several places of publication inside a publication, distribution area.

Punctuation marks
All bibliographic description standards determine rules about the order of the data elements and the punctuation marks which
precede data elements. This provides the recognizability of data elements inside an area and the international understanding
and interpretation of the bibliographic description. Therefore PoMeDS gives rules about the order of the punctuation marks
which precede the data elements. In the schema only those punctuation marks (i.e. point-space-dash, new indent) were
defined which separate the areas and thanks to these marks (point, semicolon, equals sign, diagonal slash, plus sign, colon,
comma, round bracket) the data elements can be recognized. These marks have been defined as an independent, empty XML
element in the schema, so a complexType element was used as a type definiton in the XML schema which does not declare
the content model.
Concerning punctuation marks it is the cataloger’s task to determine those marks which are associated with concrete
bibliographic data in the description, such as; for example, the three dots which indicate that text has been omitted in some areas.

The structure of the PoMedS
Supporting the bibliographic description of digitized posters, the PoMeDS is composed of two top level elements (<originalPoster> and <digitizedDocument>): we can process the original document with the help of one element and the another
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element complements the previous one with the data typical of the digitized version. The <originalPoster> element includes
metadata of printed posters. These data are complemented with metadata characterizing the digitized version which can be
found in the digitizedDocument element.
The description of the original document (originalposter) is divided into twelve major units according to the areas and the
headings of the bibliographic description:

Fig 1 Diagram of originalPoster

Concerning digitized posters, data consist of two main parts: originalPoster, digitizedDocument.

Fig 2 Diagram of digitizedPoster
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The originalPoster is made up of elements discussed before. These data are complemented by metadata which characterize
the digitized version and they can be found in the digitizedDocument element:

Fig 3 Diagram of digitizedDocument

In this study the Poster Metadata Description Schema will be presented that we have developed. The PoMeDS works with the
secondary descriptive data of printed posters used in standard ISBD descriptions and the metadata of digitized posters
determined by us. With the help of the schema, we are able to catalogue printed posters, complete the description with
appropriate headings, as well as give the metadata of the posters’ digitized version. Consequently every special characteristics
of posters can be described by this schema. Thanks to this, the spread of PoMeDS schema would support to access printed
and digitized posters in a better way. However, to use the schema effectively in practice, it should be interoperable,
harvestable and shareable. Making these conditions possible would provide the basis of further research. Furthermore web
search engines can interpret and work seamlessly with XML format, therefore the elaborated schema can contribute to
further research which provides opportunity for developing “smart” or “intelligent” library search engines by exploiting artificial
intelligence research.
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nevyhnutnosť ekonomicko-manažérskych
predmetov v odbore knižnično-informačné štúdia
Cieľom príspevku je objasniť nevyhnutnosť zaradenia ekonomicko-manažérskych predmetov do študijného plánu
programov spadajúcich do odboru knižnično-informačné štúdia. Uvedená skutočnosť vyplýva z požiadaviek zamestnávateľov, zo súčasných trendov vo svete, ale aj z prognóz vývoja a smerovania pracovných pozícií, resp.
profesií do budúcnosti. Taktiež je to v súlade s odporúčaniami niektorých orgánov Európskej únie, ktoré stanovili kľúčové kompetencie pre celoživotné vzdelávanie, čo je nosný pilier v znalostnej spoločnosti.
V súčasnosti sa vytvára čoraz väčší tlak na zvýšenie kvalitatívnej úrovne absolventov vysokých škôl z hľadiska potrebných kľúčových kompetencií a digitálnej gramotnosti, najmä z dôvodu ich väčšej konkurencieschopnosti na globálnom trhu práce a ich
uplatniteľnosti v podmienkach súčasnej praxe. Pre 21. storočie je charakteristické neustále meniace sa prostredie, sieťovanie,
internacionalizácia, globalizácia, internetizácia, virtualizácia, umelá inteligencia. Flexibilné adaptovanie sa na dynamické zmeny
je možné len vďaka systematickej práci na osobnom a profesionálnom rozvoji každého jednotlivca v spoločnosti. Práve to núti
jednotlivé krajiny zabezpečiť vlastný vzdelávací systém tak, aby dochádzalo k neustálemu progresu v kvalitnom vzdelávaní
a v odbornej príprave orientovanej na budúcnosť, ktorá bude predstavovať základ pre ďalší profesionálny rast, a to takým spôsobom, aby boli dospelí zdatní neustále prehlbovať a rozširovať svoje schopnosti a prispôsobovať sa meniacim sa okolnostiam
a nastaveniam doby. Práve preto sa v súčasnej znalostnej ekonomike zdôrazňuje trend celoživotného vzdelávania.

kľúčové kompetencie
Aj z tohto dôvodu pristúpil Európsky parlament (EP) a Európska rada (ER) k jasnému vymedzeniu kľúčových kompetencií
pre celoživotné vzdelávanie. Tie chápe ako kľúčové schopnosti, ktoré potrebuje každý človek z dôvodu sebarealizácie a rozvoja, spoločenského začlenenia sa, aktívneho občianstva a zamestnanosti. Vymedzuje nasledovných osem: 1

1

1.

Komunikácia v materinskom jazyku – jazyková gramotnosť zahŕňajúca schopnosť verbálne, aj písomne vyjadriť
svoje myšlienky, názory a pocity v rodnom jazyku. Vyžaduje sa adekvátna slovná zásoba, vedomosti z lexikálnej,
morfologickej a gramatickej stránky jazyka, osvojenie si rôznych jazykových štýlov a registrov, variability jazyka
v rozličných situáciách a kontexte verbálnej a neverbálnej komunikácie. Najmä pri písomnej komunikácii je dôležité
vedieť identifikovať a aplikovať rôzne typy textov, hľadať, triediť, klasifikovať, vyhodnocovať informácie, používať
pomôcky. Taktiež sformulovať svoje ústne alebo písomné argumenty presvedčivým spôsobom a viesť kritický a konštruktívny dialóg. V spoločenskej interakcii byť dostatočne empatický a schopný použiť svoj jazyk pozitívnym a sociálne zodpovedným spôsobom.

2.

Komunikácia v cudzích jazykoch – zahŕňa v sebe rovnaké atribúty ako komunikácia v rodnom jazyku a úroveň
pokročilosti tejto schopnosti sa hodnotí v 4 oblastiach: čítanie, písanie, hovorenie, počúvanie. K základom osvojenia si nematerinského jazyka, okrem adekvátnej slovnej zásoby, pravidiel gramatiky, morfológie, jazykových registrov, patrí aj ovládanie spoločenských konvencií a kultúrnych špecifík neverbálnej komunikácie.

Úradný vestník Európskej únie. 2006. Odporúčanie Európskeho parlamentu a rady z 18. decembra 2006 o kľúčových kompetenciách pre celoživotné vzdelávanie. [online]. [cit. 2018-07-03] Dostupné na: https://www.minedu.sk/data/att/2318.pdf
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